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Best in Books
This collection comprises cutting-edge, international, scholarly
research across Literature, Film, Culture and Media Studies and
Theatre and Performance Studies, from Palgrave Macmillan and
Springer imprints from Springer Nature
The collection includes a range of formats – monographs, edited collections, handbooks
and Palgrave Pivots – to offer depth of coverage across key subdisciplines. These
prestigious lists have included a wealth of prize-winning titles, most recently; Animated
Documentary, winner of the 2015 McLaren-Lambart Award for Best Book on Animation
by the Society of Animation Studies, Performance and the Global City and Performance
and the City by D.J. Hopkins, Shelley Orr, and Kim Solga, joint winners of the Association
for Theatre in Higher Education prize for Excellence in Editing, Rethinking Identities in
Contemporary Pakistani Literature, winner of the Karachi Literature Festival Coca Cola
Prize and an English-language translation of the MLA Katherine Singer Kovacs Prize
and LASA Premio Iberoamericano award-winning Spanish-language book, Arguedas/
Vargas Llosa. Dilemas y ensamblajes.
Top cited 2018 eBooks

Source: Bookmetrix.com

eBooks Data
For the first time ever we’re able to assess the impact of books via the unique platform
of Bookmetrix. Here you can find a comprehensive overview of the reach, usage and
readership of a book, chapter or a collection by providing various book-level and
chapter-level metrics all in one place.

Top downloaded 2018 eBooks

Large Readership – over
444,000 downloads in 2018

Explore the Literature, Cultural
& Media Studies eBook collection
page on Bookmetrix.
bookmetrix.com/collection/41173
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Complete Coverage
All our book types are included in the collection from textbooks,
monographs to handbooks and reference works.
All Literature, Cultural & Media Studies books are available on link.springer.com where

•
•
•

Usage is unlimited with no Digital Rights Management
Users can access content in PDF, HTML or ePub format on any device at any time.
Users from many countries can order a personal print copy
via MyCopy

Curriculum appropriate titles

Top distribution of book
types within the collection
Monograph
Contributed volume
Brief
Popular science
Graduate/advanced
undergraduate textbook
Others

52%
30%
13%
1%
1%
2%

Highly regarded Reference Works

Renowned Book Series

Key topics in this collection:
• Medieval to Contemporary literature

• Film & Television Studies

• Theatre and Performance Studies

• Regional cultural studies

• Journalism, Media and
Communication studies

• Shakespeare and Early Modern
• Romanticism and Victorian literature
• Contemporary literature
• New media
• Memory studies

• Journalism
• Media policy
• Gender and sexuality studies
• Global transnational cultures
• Contemporary performance studies

New & Emerging Research Areas:
• Science and medicine
• Adaptation
• Environment
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Always Connected
Authorships worldwide

Connecting with Authors and Editors around the World
We are a truly international publisher, serving the research community around the
globe. With hubs throughout Europe, the Americas and Asia Pacific we are perfectly
positioned to connect with our book authors and editors wherever they are located.
Our global base of editorial staff is located in cities such as New York, London,
Heidelberg, Tokyo, Beijing, New Delhi, Singapore and São Paulo. They constantly travel
to scientific meetings and universities to connect with the research community.

Notable Contributors
• Arthur Asa Berger, Professor Emeritus of Broadcast and Electronic Communication
•
•
•

Source: Authormapper data

Arts, San Francisco State University, USA
Simon Cottle, Professor of Media and Communications in the School of Journalism,
Media and Cultural Studies, Cardiff University, UK
Andy Bennett, Professor of Cultural Sociology, Griffith University, Australia
Kim Solga, Associate Professor, Western University, Canada

2019 eBook title highlights

Springer Nature eBooks
In 2015, the Springer and Palgrave Macmillan publishing brands came together under
the newly formed company, Springer Nature. This brought together editorial teams with
their subject matter expertise, coupled with longstanding publishing histories with the
world's foremost authors and societies to allow Springer Nature to deliver the most
complete STM and HSS book offerings available worldwide.
For information on eBooks and more please visit springernature.com/forlibrarians.

Contact Springer Nature
For more information about our eBook licensing options, including
requests for title lists and quotes for institutions and organizations, please
contact a member of the Springer Nature licensing team in your region:
springernature.com/contactus
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